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The Buddha’s Mandate 
 











It is said that the great Shugendo mystic En no Gyoja was meditating amidst 
Mount Yoshino’s thousands of sakura trees, when Śākyamuni Buddha appeared before 
him.  “This form is not suitable for Japan,” En no Gyoja told the gentle Awakened 
One.  Śākyamuni assumed the form of the future Buddha, Maitreya the Merciful, and 
again En no Gyoja called the form unsuitable.  Śākyamuni then took on the terrifying 
blue visage of Zao Gongen, with his three-peaked crown and fierce expression, one 
hand miming the symbol of the sword, the other bearing the invincible vajra.  “Yes!” 
En no Gyoja exclaimed.  “It is perfect!” 
-Adapted from a fable recounted  



































































I. Shinto’s Rebellious Kami 
 
In the thirtieth year of her reign, the Great King Suiko sought to expand her 
fleet.  She dispatched Kahabe no Omi, one of her most powerful vassals, to the 
western province of Aki, where he was to fell the forest for her warships.  
While seeking with his workmen for the sturdiest timber, Kahabe no Omi came 
upon a great tree, and marked it for the axe.  Yet before he could make the first 
swing, a local man intervened, telling him that this tree was the body of a great 
Thunder-Kami, and must not be cut.  
 “Shall even a Thunder-Kami oppose royal command?” Kahabe no Omi replied. 
And after making the proper offerings to the great tree, he ordered his workmen to 
cut it down. 
A great storm arose, as the Thunder Kami vented his rage with with rain and 
thunder.  Kahabe no Omi drew his sword, urging the god to direct his anger upon him 
rather than the workmen.  Ten times the Thunder Kami split the sky, and ten times 
it failed to injure Kahabe no Omi.  Defeated, the kami became a small fish, lodging 
between the branches of the tree.  Kahabe no Omi took this fish and burned it.  The 
Great King’s ships were built. 



























































































































































































 II. An Uncomfortable Confucian Legacy 
 
“In Heaven above there are Gods; on Earth there are Emperors.  Besides these 
two classes of Gods, what else is there which we should fear?” 

































































































































































































































































































































































III. Under the Buddha’s Heaven 
 
Sincerely reverence the three treasures. The three treasures are the final refuge of 
the four generated beings, and are the supreme objects of faith in all countries. 
What man in what age can fail to reverence this law? 
- The Seventeen-Article Constitution, Article 2 
 
In a country there are not two lords. The people have not two masters. The sovereign 
is the master of the people of the whole country.  The officials to whom he gives 
charge are all his vassals. 















































































































































IV. A Vision of Japanese Kingship 
The famine that had afflicted Yamato during the last years of Great King 
Jomei’s life had lifted around the time of his death.  The respite lasted long 
enough for a single rice crop to be planted and gathered, but by harvest-time the 
land was already growing dry again.  Jomei’s niece and favored consort, Takara, 
had succeeded his throne.  Now, as the new Great King Kōgyoku,  she would have 75
to succeed his troubles as well.  Not a year into her reign, her court was filled with 
talk of drought.  
Shinto priests, widely considered the best rain-callers,  had been sacrificing 76
precious horses and cattle in vain.  
The prestigious arts of Tang had been brought to bear to orient the village 
markets in harmony with mystical energies, but to no end.   The rain did not fall. 77
Chief Minister Soga Emishi summoned a host of Buddhist monks to the Great 
Temple.  His grandfather had been the first to welcome Buddhism when it arrived, 
and the Soga had been faithful Buddhists since.  Humbly, the monks read the 
Mahāyāna Sutra, while Soga Emishi prayed to the Buddha, the bodhisattvas, and 
the Four Heavenly Kings.  The next day, rain answered the call of the newest and 
holiest of the sacred paths, but it was insufficient, and the day after, the ritual 
ceased. 
Finally, Great King Kōgyoku herself interceded, taking a journey to the 
mouth of Minabuchi River.  She knelt and prayed in each of the four directions, and 
finally turned her eyes to Heaven.  Immediately and for five days hence, rain fell 
heavy upon Yamato, and the whole land was quenched. 
The peasants cried out their joy in one voice.  “A Great King of exceeding 
virtue!” 
-Adapted from the ​Nihon Shoki,​ XXIV. 5-6.  78
 
75 Note that the ​Nihon Shoki​, since it was written in the 8th century, anachronistically applies the term ​tennō ​(天皇)–
which is used to this day with the standardized translation of ‘Emperor,’–to early rulers who would not have used it. 
The intent is to create a sense of continuity in the Imperial lineage. 
76 de Visser 26. 
77 We would call this ​feng shui​.  The Yang School in particular focused on orienting structures in harmony with the 
four cardinal directions, but Asuka­era Japanese texts seem to lump a lot of Chinese practices under one 
well­respected umbrella. 
78Expanded with relevant historical details from Aston II 175. Note that Aston mistranslates the gender of the regent 
in question, writing “Emperor” and “he.”  This 1896 error was discovered by de Visser by 1921 (de Visser 23), but 
reprints of Aston, which seem to be the only English translation used in academia, retained the error until the 2013 
edition finally corrected it. 
32 
Kōgyoku’s rain­calling is a story of true Japanese kingship, blessed with the Mandate of 
Heaven.  She rules over a polity that practices Shinto, Chinese ritual, and Buddhism side by side, 
without strife.  The Shinto priests practice the old ways, offering sacrifice to the kami to earn 
their life­giving aid.  Those practicing Chinese ritual seek to arrange the village itself in greater 
harmony with the heavenly order.  The zealous new Buddhists recite sutras and pray in order to 
obtain merit and, in a fashion typical of Japanese Buddhism,  seek divine intervention.  Each 79
method is acknowledged as effective, with different specialties, but in the Asuka period 
Buddhism was considered the highest of the sacred paths.   Yet even as this puissant new magic 80
proves itself superior to both the native Shinto traditions and the prestigious Chinese methods, it 
fails to save the people, bringing only a drizzle. 
It is the Great King who is the true link to Heaven’s power.  Like the ancient 
shaman­chieftain Himiko, Kōgyoku is an intermediary between her subjects below and the gods 
above.  A human bridge from Earth to Heaven, she alone is empowered to win the most crucial 
divine blessings.  In short order she achieves what the kami­possessed Shinto miko, the learned 
Chinese mystics, and the enlightened Buddhist monks could not: rain.  Water from Heaven. 
It is no surprise that the conceptual credit for Japanese kingship often goes to Shinto 
Heavenly Descent, or a genuinely Confucian Mandate of Heaven.  On the Shinto side, Kōgyoku 
does not look so different from Himiko as she plays the role of sacerdotal king, taking on direct 
responsibility for the success of agriculture.  But Himiko and her predecessors utilized the sacred 
79 Ian Reader and George R. Tanabe’s ​Practically Religious ​explores the Japanese tendency to seek benefits in this 
lifetime from their religions. 
80 The fact that all three traditions face off in this story and Buddhism makes the best showing offers one last piece 
of evidence for the Buddhist Mandate.  Would the writers of the ​Nihon Shoki​, writing their history for the benefit of 
some of the first monarchs to enjoy this new paradigm of kingship, represent Buddhism as the highest path if it did 
not match the feelings of their royal sponsors? 
33 
art of ​kidō​ to perform magic and pacify deities.  Kōgyoku is just performing a simple ceremony, 
and her subjects immediately identify the reason it succeeds: Kōgyoku’s virtue, not her 
shamanism.  Like noble Queen Śrīmālā, Kōgyoku brings Buddha’s blessings upon her land 
simply by being deserving of them.  The conceptual distance between king and kingdom fades to 
vanishing. 
On the Confucian side, the rationale I have just given for the success of Kōgyoku’s 
ceremony may as well have been written by the Duke of Zhou, and so it is easy to view the entire 
process as Confucianism in action.  Even the ceremony itself, which evokes the sacred order of 
the world by way of the cardinal directions, is a Confucian method; William Aston even refers to 
it as “the Chinese as opposed to the Buddhist style.”   Confucius has granted Kōgyoku the 81
rarefied arts of monarchy, and Amaterasu is her glorious raiment.  True, the weight of evidence 
has amply demonstrated that Japanese kingship did in fact reflect a Buddhist cosmology.  But 
was this just a fad?  Was the Buddha truly ​necessary​? 
In the long term, he was not.  With this new Buddhist kingship came centralized 
authority, heavy exposure to foreign culture, stronger armies fighting bigger wars, and a large 
class of literate thinkers.  As Buddhism came into its strength, the benefits and disadvantages it 
offered the Emperors shifted from those it had offered the Great Kings, and often for the worse. 
By the Heian period, Buddhist monasteries were more rival than ally.  Meanwhile, the need to 
justify having an Emperor to begin with grew smaller and smaller, degrading Buddhism’s 
kingship benefits even as Japan grew more comfortable with Confucianism.  As for Shinto, it 
had not even had a name before Buddhism arrived, and having a new religion to contrast itself 
81 Aston II 175, footnote 3. 
34 
against caused the once­nebulous tradition to develop a clearer identity.  Kami converted to 
Buddhism,  the imperial cult of Amaterasu strengthened, and the continued lack of a centrally 82
organized priesthood made Shinto start to seem like a good alternative to Emperors weary of 
competing politically with Buddhist abbots. 
The truth is, there is nothing about Buddhism that inherently makes it a religion of 
kingship.  In the Tokugawa period, Confucianism rose to meet the needs of Japanese monarchs; 
in the Meiji period it was Shinto.  There have been many different Japans throughout history, 
each with its own needs and fears, and its own sense for what heaven looks like.  Buddhism 
happened to arrive in Asuka Japan and offer the right combination of philosophical ideas and 
raw prestige to make enough citizens of Yamato hesitantly begin to ​believe ​in kingship, in the 
existence of a cosmic order that could beget a righteous sovereignty.  Divine pedigree, courtly 
manners, military force, and the complex arts of timekeeping and logistics are potent sources of 
royal legitimacy, and some combination of these tools are a basic prerequisite to kingship.  But 
what are they legitimizing, if the people do not want anyone to be king to begin with? 
Technology binds people, but ideas unite them.  Asuka Japan needed a certain kind of king in its 
heaven, and of all those that sought that throne, only Buddha won the imagination of the people. 
“Yes!” En no Gyoja exclaimed.  “It is perfect!” 
 
 
 
 
 
82 Matsunaga 132.  This practice was called​ shinbutsu shugo​. 
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